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Semantic Web-Based Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications (Advances in Semantic Web and Information Systems, Vol. 1)Cybertech Publishing, 2006
As a new generation of technologies, frameworks, concepts and practices for information systems emerge, practitioners, academicians, and researchers are in need of a source where they can go to educate themselves on the latest innovations in this area.  Semantic Web Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications establishes value-added...
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Chemometrics: From Basics to Wavelet Transform (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the tools chemists need to analyze chemical data and produce more useful information
The statistical and mathematical methods of chemometrics present a wide array of modeling and processing tools for maximizing useful information from experimental data. These methods both reduce time spent in the laboratory and allow researchers to extract...
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Introduction to Software TestingCambridge University Press, 2008
Extensively class tested, this text takes an innovative approach to explaining the process of software testing: it defines testing as the process of applying a few well-defined, general-purpose test criteria to a structure or model of the software. The structure of the text directly reflects the pedagogical approach and incorporates the latest...
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Manage Your Life with Outlook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Managing your life takes more than meditation — it takes a better Outlook!
Technology was supposed to help us manage our lives. Instead, most of us feel we spend our lives managing technology.  So this book is not about software; it's about making the software serve YOU. Restore harmony to your life by controlling your e-mail, tracking...
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The CISSP Prep Guide: Gold EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An arsenal of inside information on CISSP and how to master the certification test!
More and more frequently, corporations are requiring that their employees provide professional certifications to prove that they possess the core competencies to do their technical jobs. The Certified Information Systems Security Professional examination (CISSP)...
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Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Handbook: Regulations and Quality (Pharmaceutical Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Everything you need to ensure full compliance and superior quality control
    With its coverage of Food and Drug Administration regulations, international regulations, good manufacturing practices, and process analytical technology, this handbook offers complete coverage of the regulations and quality control issues that...
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Java 8 in Action: Lambdas, Streams, and functional-style programmingManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Java 8 in Action is a clearly written guide to the new features of Java 8. The book covers lambdas, streams, and functional-style programming. With Java 8's functional features you can now write more concise code in less time, and also automatically benefit from multicore architectures. It's...
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Organic Chemistry DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Take the unCONQUERability out of ORGANIC CHEMISTRY!
 Now anyone can master organic chemistry -- without tears, unlimited time, or a Ph.D.  In Organic Chemistry Demystified, organic chemist and experienced teacher Daniel Bloch provides an effective and painless way to learn or review organic chemistry, from the chemical...
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Physics Workbook For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
Do you have a handle on basic physics terms and concepts, but your problem-solving skills could use some static friction? Physics Workbook for Dummies helps you build upon what you already know to learn how to solve the most common physics problems with confidence and ease.
    Physics Workbook for Dummies gets the ball...
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Meteorology and Climatology of the Mediterranean and Black Seas (Pageoph Topical Volumes)Springer, 2019

	The Mediterranean Sea, as a “centre” of the ancient world, has been early recognized as a laboratory basin for a variety of atmospheric, ocean and climate studies. Its uniqueness is manifested in its geographical position, a mid-latitude region connecting three continents, orography that affects cyclogenesis, precipitation and winds,...
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Essentials of KABC II AssessmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Quickly acquire the knowledge and skills you need to confidently administer, score, and interpret the KABC-II 
Now designed for children aged three to eighteen, the KABC-II is among the top tier of children's tests of cognitive ability. Alan and Nadeen Kaufman, authors of the KABC-II, joined forces with Elizabeth Lichtenberger and Elaine...
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Fundamentals of Digital ImagingCambridge University Press, 2009
The multi-billion dollar industry of digital imaging technology is an active research area with applications in our everyday lives in products such as digital cameras, scanners, printers and display systems. This book presents an introduction to the fundamentals of digital imaging, with emphasis on the basic operations of image capture and display...
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